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Information for foreign parachute license holders in Sweden
Safety and regulations information before jumping in Sweden
This is a mandatory waiver for all foreign jumpers to read and sign before skydiving in
Sweden. The introduction of this document is due to serious injuries involving foreign
skydivers in Sweden. The content of this waiver are:
Information about Swedish parachute safety regulations.
Information about Swedish insurance / medical policy.
Terms and conditions:
All persons who practices skydiving I Sweden must gain knowledge and apply accordingly to
Swedish parachuting regulations (SBF: Svenska Bestämmelser Fallskärmsverksamhet)
License:
SBF 1.3.1.6
License issued by national parachute organization allows the jumper to jump in Sweden if the
license contains the following information:
• The holders name, date of birth, nationality and signature
• Date of issue.
• License degree.
• The words “Féderation Aéronautique Internationale
• FAI logotype
• The words “International Parachutist Certificate
Note: license must be validated with an ID-card
Jumper suspended from jumping in another country are NOT allowed to jump in Sweden.
Equipment:
SBF 2.2.4.
Foreign license holders are allowed to jump with skydiving equipment maintained accordingly
to their country of license issued, note that there is a maximum length of reserve packs.
Maximum length of reserve-pack is always maximum of 12 months for all skydivers in
Sweden. Equipment must be presented with a valid packing card stating, date of inspection,
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repack and certified rigger symbol. Foreign license holders are allowed to jump with skydiving
equipment packed and inspected by Swedish rigger.
Canopy size: All skydivers with less than 1000 jumps experience must follow the wingloading
chart SBF 18.4
AAD: All skydivers, all skydives. Exceptions may be applied at operations were using AAD
may increase the risk of the operation. (such as extreme Canopy Piloting). This exception is
approved through the (CI) Chief instructor and the Swedish National Safety Officer.
Altimeter: must be worn during all skydives.
Hook-knife: must be worn during all skydives
Audible altimeter: must be worn Wingsuiting, jumping as a camera-flyer and or while
jumping free flying.
Helmet requirements:

SBF 1.1.12

Helmet must be worn during all skydives from the point of aircraft moving until an altitude of
300 meters aprox.1000ft.
Helmet must then be worn during all skydives from point of exit until landed.
Camera helmets do not have to be worn during aircraft time, if helmet’s not worn make sure
it’s securely fastened.
Wingsuit
Wingsuit skydives requirements are at least 300 logged jumps C-license. Trained appropriately
with signed logbook and Qualified to fly suit class,( Beginner 0-50 WS-jumps, intermediate 51200 WS-jumps , Advanced +200 WS-jumps)
AAD and Audible altimeter.
Deployment altitudes:
Lowdeck 700 meters (2500 ft)
Highdeck 1500 meters (5000 ft)
If you wish to deploy higher than 1500 meters (5000 ft) please advise the jumpleader.
Canopy control and flight patterns.
Canopy-control is a constant ongoing mission within the skydiving community.
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Requirements for low turn to gain speed in landing is 500 logged jumps and acquired skills
training.
Flight-patterns: The general flight-pattern used at Swedish DZs are a left hand pattern.
Canopy flying
It is every jumper's responsibility to make certain that they don't represent a danger to
themselves or to others while under canopy. Everyone must be alert and fly his or her canopies
in a way that everyone understands. All jumpers should maintain clear vertical and horizontal
separation until they land. Don't spiral down past other jumpers or do S-turns when landing
DZ authorities
All Swedish clubs has a “CI” chief Instructor. Who has the overall responsibility for the DZs
skydiving activity. Contact information regarding this person is generally found at the manifest.
At all times when there is skydiving activity, there is a jumpleader (HL in swedish) present at
location.
The jumpleader runs the daily activity and whatever that person has to say about the ongoing
activity is to be considered as the law.
Insurance policy
All Swedish license holders are granted worldwide insurance cover, including accident and
liability insurance, in accordance with the policy held in the association’s office.
All foreign license holders are included in the Swedish parachute association’s liability
insurance policy, while skydiving according to set regulations within the affiliates of the
Swedish parachute association in Sweden.
Local restrictions or add-ons
Thus Swedish clubs are located around the country there might be differences in local
restrictions, although this waiver is considered as a need to know document.
Please contact a local instructor to gain updates on current local rules and landing areas etc.
Finally
Blue skies and welcome to Swedish skydiving.
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Check-in waiver foreign license holder
License no: __________________Weight: _____________________
Licence and Ratings: ______________________________________
Number of jumps: _________________________________________
Name: __________________________________________________
Addres:__________________________________________________
Zipcode/city: _____________________________________________
Country :_________________________________________________
E-mail: __________________________________________________
Phone no: _______________________________________________
Mobile no: _______________________________________________
Occupation: ______________________________________________
In case of emergency, contact:
Name:1._______________________Phone: _____________________
2._______________________Phone:______________________

I have read, understand and accept the rules:
Date: ________________ Signature: _____________________________________
Date: _____________ Signature (jumpleader/instructor): ________________
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